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LNVT Resources FROM THE BRIDGE 
Dave Howell, NELLIE D #63 

It's Spring and there are many interesting things to re-
port.  Not only has Soundings magazine made TEDDY 
BEAR #15 their May 2014 cover girl, they also wrote a very 
nice article about her and Peter Reich, titled "Love affair 
with a tug".  Thanks to the efforts of Mike Dunn, WALLY 
41#2, we now have a fleet wide Digital Selective Calling 
Number (DCS)--033837419.  There's more about this in-
side this issue.  The effort to document our tugs' factory 

differences is advancing by leaps and bounds.  Many Lucys, i.e. the first tug to incorporate a 
particular change, have been found.  Next time you're aboard your tug I hope you'll help us 
advance the cause by taking the survey at LNVT.org/differences_survey.  There's now an 
LNVT Owners Group on ActiveCaptain's eBoatCards.com.  If you haven't checked it out, 
do.  Real time position information is just one of the things they're offering--for free.  
 
To say this past winter has been brutal is an understatement.  It 
was only a few weeks ago that Trev Croteau, HJORTIE #33, 
reported that the ice on the Mississippi, his home waters, was 
still two feet thick.  But, you know it's finally Spring when the 
northeast tugs start emerging from their cocoons, as TEDDY 
BEAR #15 did last week.   In fact, I write this from aboard Bob 
Allnutt's VICTORY #2 as we, and Ed and Mary Ann 
McChain, THISTLE #47, sally forth on this years' inaugural 
Chesapeake Bay cruise.   At the Dock in Solomons Island, Mar-
yland the tugs receive their first compliments of the year from 
fellow mariners.  Ah, it's great to be back in the water and on a 
tug! 
 
Keeping it simple and having fun,  

Welcome Aboard!  
 
Jerry and Jan Stovall, Haverhill, MA recently purchased LADY HAMILTON #12.  They were 
excited by all the information on our wiki site, sent in their dues, and are looking forward to 
LNVT ownership.   
 
Congratulations former wannabees Lee and Dee Anderson, Owatonna, MN!  The Andersons 
purchased JACK ROBERT #17 (formerly CONCINNITY) this spring.  Check out their story on 
page 5. 
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IN MEMORIAM 
 

It is with sadness that we note the passing of Jerry Morris, Marysville, WA.  Jerry and Alice had GUINEA RIDER 49-8 for many years.  They 
cruised Puget Sound up into the San Juan and Gulf Islands and made several trips up the inside passage to Alaska.  He was active in the north-
west tuggers and will be greatly missed. 

Cruising News 

Cruising aboard an LNVT 
By Sally Seymour, SALLY W. #42 

 
This is "Ciel Trap" in Acadia National Park, off of Isle au Haut. We are an-
chored in the innermost cove, having reached here through a very narrow slot, 
safely navigated only at times around high water. (Ten foot+ tides here.) We 
came here with a friend and his American Tug and dinghied ashore. The only 
footpath was created by deer. The vegetation was gorgeous but thick: mossy, 
evergreens, low blueberry bushes, ... and ticks. We found this spot years ago 
in our Whaler and never forgot the beauty and solitude. Our friend had tried to 
get in last year. After "bumping", succeeded and memorized a safe route. On 
this day, seas were 1 foot, and conditions were perfect for the attempt. We 
celebrated with homemade zucchini soup. Life sure is tough. 

Ben Campbell, age 4, pilots a tug. 

A Fleet-Wide Digital Selective Calling Number 
By Mike Dunn, WALLY 41#2 

(As excerpted from a 28 March 2014 Forum posting) 
 
As the new VHF radios get better and better, most of us now have Digital Selective Calling (DSC) on our radios.  With a group num-
ber you could get underway or drop anchor and send a group call to find out if anyone else, on a good looking tug, is out on the wa-
ter.  If we don’t have one or at least an organization wide number, maybe it’s time we do.  It will also let you see who responds and 
you can then send a position request and find out where the other tugs are located.  Might be fun on the way to a get together or ren-
dezvous.   I propose 033837419.  The last five digits are based on our tug sizes 37, 41,49 (we could only use five numbers).  A Prac-
tical Sailor article on using DSC can be found at:  http://goo.gl/oijfNB 
 
(Editor's note: Mike's proposal for using 033837419 has been adopted after being seconded by BRAVE DUCK #67, RENEGADE #72, TEDDY 
BEAR #15, and CIELITO #51.) 

http://goo.gl/oijfNB
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Looking for Lucy 
By Dave Howell, NELLIE D. #63 

 
The many factory differences between our tugs, when put in context, give a glimpse into the builder’s mindset.   For example, imagine 
a phone call between Loren Hart, president of Lord Nelson Yachts, and Tommy Chen, owner of the yard, discussing how to put Dutch 
doors on hull #2.  Or another phone call where they ponder the tradeoffs between having six or two lowering pilothouse win-
dows.  Speculating on the 'whys' of a change can be fun and we're fortunate to have Tommy, Lani Hart, and Jim Backus to help in-
form the conversation.  But I get ahead of myself, because before we can figure out why changes came about, we need to discover 
and document the changes themselves.  This, it turns out, is a big undertaking.  

 

There's no shortcut to finding tug differences.  It's all about time and eyes; the more of each, the better.   Very helpful too are the 
thousands of LNVT photos available in our Picasa Web Album.  As I write this we're up to 95 documented differences.  You can read 
about them and see a picture of each at LNVT.org/tug-differences.  Knowing a difference exists can sometimes tell us when it came 
into being--but not always.  As expected, the Mehrkens Galley (which is located on the starboard side) is first found on 
the Mehrkens' tug PERSEVERANCE #32.   The Smith Access (removable stateroom stairs to the engine room) was also an owner 
request, but the Smiths’ ROSE BUD #34 wasn't the first to get it; SALLY W. #42 was.  The lesson learned from this is that the only 
way to really know when a change occurred is to identify the first tug that got the change.  

 

With a sincere apology to anthropologists everywhere, we've shamelessly borrowed one of their terms: Lucy.  Our Lucy will be the 
first tug to incorporate a change.  For the Dutch door, Bob Allnutt's VICTORY 
#2 is Lucy.  For the two lowering pilothouse windows, the Payne's Hiaqua #3 
is Lucy.  While many Lucys occurred early in the production run, some oc-
curred much later.  The galley cabinetry above the Tommy door went from 
'offset' to ' aligned' between hulls #36 and #37, thus making Patrick Mitch-
ell's ELNORA #37 our Lucy.   Is your tug a Lucy?  To find out we need your 
help.   Please take a few moments to do the survey at http://goo.gl/HlVtGG or 
you can find a link to the survey atLNVT.org/tug-differences.   

 

Together we'll piece together this part of the LNVT story.  I'd like to thank Bob 
Allnutt, VICTORY #2, Peter Reich, TEDDY BEAR #15, Sally Seymour, SAL-
LY W. #42, Ed McChain, THISTLE #47 and Jay Sterling, CRUZ-IN #74, for 
all their help.  

Patroon: Captain of a ship; coxswain of a longboat 

Even a truck looks better with an LNVT Stack! Bob Allnutt, VICTORY #2, and Ed and Mary Ann 

McChain, THISTLE #47, enjoy the first cruise of 

the 2014 season anchored in Solomons Island, MD 

http://lnvt.org/tug-differences
http://goo.gl/HlVtGG
http://lnvt.org/tug-differences
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'Tug Tips' is a forum to exchange information about simple solutions to problems. Send your tips to the editor to share with the fleet in the next issue. 

Tug Tips 

Clean boat fenders with Magic Eraser.  It also works well to eliminate stains and marks on walls. 
 
- Lemon juice eliminates those annoying brown stains on the dinghy and hull of your tug.  Just spray it on, wait ten minutes and rinse 
with water.  If the dinghy is really dirty try Gojo Natural Orange Pumice Hand Cleaner.  Simply scrub it in with a scrub pad and rinse it 
off. 
 
-  Put a hose shutoff valve on the male end of your hose.  It will save you a trip or two to the dock to turn the water on and off. 
 
- Forever Green Bags will help keep fruits and vegetables fresh days longer on board. 
 
- Here's some uses for talcum powder you may not have thought of.  When rolling up an inflatable dinghy, sprinkle talcum powder on 
it to absorb mildew and make cleaning easier.  Try mixing a tiny bit of talcum powder with water to make a paste that works as well 
as Goo Be Gone. 
 
- Do you have stiff anchor or dock lines?  Add a half cup of fabric softener to two gallons of water and soak the lines overnight, rinse 
and dry away from the sun. 
 
- Lip Balm, cooking spray and petroleum jelly can help free jammed zippers and make canvas snaps easier to use. 

Ed and Mary Ann McChain, THISTLE #47 

Trev Croteau at the helm of HJORTIE #33 
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One Couple’s Tug Hunt 
Or How to Buy a Boat in a Snow Bank 

By Lee (Regular Font) and Dee (Italic Font) Anderson 
 

Before you can understand our journey to owning a Lord Nelson Victory Tug 
you need to understand our journey to becoming a boating couple.  Sailing had 
always been a romantic dream for me since I was a kid growing up in the west-
ern suburbs of Minneapolis.  On weekends at Lake Minnetonka I would watch 
the boats pass while sitting on the public dock.  Dee had always been around 
lakes since she was a kid as well.  Her mom and dad both enjoyed fishing and 
often “going to the lake” was the family vacation. 
 
Our first move to being a boating family came when we purchased a sailboat in 
1980.  A friend of mine at work bought a larger sailboat and was selling his 
Sunchaser 22 named Halcyon.  He showed me pictures of him sailing on Lake 
Minnetonka and I fell in love with it immediately.  I was so passionate about it 
when I described it to Dee she gave in to taking a look at it. I had never sailed 

but was convinced it wouldn’t be that difficult to figure it out.  I had already bought a small handbook that was akin to “Sailing for 
Dummies” and read it cover to cover. 
 
Let’s be clear here.  I didn’t think we were going to buy the boat.  I mean, really.  We live in Minnesota and this was February.  The 
boat was on a rack and covered with snow.  Besides, I almost drowned and have a healthy fear of the water.  I love being on the wa-
ter.  I just don’t want to be under the water.  The owner convinced me the boat would not turtle and, before we knew it we had pur-
chased a boat in a snow bank. 
  
We learned to sail through trial and error and eventually moved her to a marina outside Lake City, MN.  We sailed Halcyon on Lake 
Pepin until 2001 when we joined Dee’s brother, Wayne, and sister-in-law, Ann, in ownership of a C&C 27 sailboat which we named 
Whisper.  This was a huge step up for us.  It has a galley, sleeping accommodations for 5 and an inboard auxiliary.  We could now 
live on board during the weekends and sail all around Lake Pepin.   
 
We bought Whisper in the winter.  Do you sense a pattern here?  This boat was shrink-wrapped in a boat yard.  Winter coats, hats, 
gloves and snow.  While Lee and Ann waxed romantic about the sailing we could do, my brother and I blew warm air into our hands 
and wondered what we were doing there.  Once again someone convinced me to make the jump.  I grew to love sailing and enjoyed 
our time anchored out in the water away from phones, fax machines and noise. 
 
We enjoyed our time sailing with Wayne and Ann.  They eventually moved out east and we bought them out.  Sometime during all 
this sailing a dream started to develop for Dee and me.  We talked a lot about how neat it would be if we could spend longer periods 
of time on the boat and go to further destinations.  We had discovered the America’s Great Loop Cruisers Association by then and 
read quite a bit about it.  What an adventure.  I suggested we might retire onto a boat some day. 
 
Excuse me?  You want to do what?  We have a large house and you want to condense us down to a 40-foot boat?  What about my 
Santa collection, our antiques, our wine cellar?  On the other hand, I do love being on the water, and we really won’t need all this 
space when we retire and it would allow us to travel.  No property taxes, snow to shovel…I could get used to that idea. 
 
Shortly before Wayne and Ann moved out east this new guy, Trevor Croteau, showed up at the marina with his Boston Whaler and 
was slipped next to us.  We got talking to Trev as boat neighbors do and we shared our dream about going on the loop and eventual-
ly living aboard.  We had been looking at trawlers for some time knowing we would have to move to something other than a sailboat 
to go on the loop.  So it was natural to share with him what we were thinking about size, layout, and systems on board.   
 
I should probably interject here that I did not participate in the discussions about size, layouts and systems on board.  I was more 
interested in comfort, convenience and safety. 
 
We had some projects at home that we needed to take care of in 2012 and decided not to put Whisper in that year so we could focus 
on getting the projects done.  Little did we know that Trevor had used that time to do his own tug hunt, settling in on a Lord Nelson 
Victory Tug (Hull #33).  We weren’t in the harbor when he had brought HJORTIE to the marina but when we showed up in the spring 
to start the new season in 2013, we saw this beautiful tug sitting there in one of the end slips on our dock.  Not knowing whose it was                                                                    

(Continued on Page 6)  
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we sauntered down to take a look.  Trevor stuck his head out, grinned broadly and spent the next two hours introducing us to his tug.  
 
I have to admit I was impressed.  By this time Lee and I had searched on-line, in magazines and on bulletin boards for the “perfect 
boat”.  We were narrowing our search by “nice to” (e.g. two staterooms, a fly bridge, full size refrigerator), “needs to” (e.g. hot and 
cold running water, a shower and a real bed), and “nuts to” (space for 40 people, a wet bar in the cockpit).  Lee wanted a diesel en-
gine; I wanted space for each of us to have some alone time if we needed it.  I also wanted to be able to have all eight of our family 
members on it at the same time. 
 
Dee and I had been spending a lot of time looking at various trawler designs trying to decide what we wanted in a boat.  We knew the 
size range we wanted.  We still were wrestling with one engine or two at the time, but we knew it was not going to be fast.  We want-
ed a boat that was “salty” looking like our sailboat was, and thought we were going to have to settle for a conventional trawler.  Still, 
we really liked tug-style boats.  We had looked at Nordic Tug, American Tug, and Ranger.  We also looked at the Florida Bay Coast-
er.  We looked on Yacht World listings and found the Pilgrim 40 - a boat that had some possibilities for us.  We still were not ready to 
move forward with a purchase. 
 
By this time I was fully engaged in the search, but thought our purchase was still 3 years away.  Plenty of time.  No need to rush, 
thought I. 
 
Trev shared the LNVT.org site with us and we joined the group in the spring of 2013 as tug owner wannabes.  We had access to 
some real information and a tug right in our harbor to look at.  We read every page of every issue of the Tuggers newsletter.  I 
scoured over the online prints and drawings, something that really appealed to the engineer in me.  We viewed every photo in the 
library.  We looked at every hull number listing.  We read every blog that owners had up.  We talked for hours with each other about 
them.  The Lord Nelson Victory Tug had almost everything we were looking for in a trawler including an active association that was 
ready and willing to share anything and everything with us. 
 
Summer was passing and so was the boating season.  Trevor told us he would be hosting the LNVT Midwest Rendezvous in Hudson 
and was really busy getting HJORTIE polished up for the event.  We left him to it but kept talking and dreaming.  We were at the har-
bor on our boat during the rendezvous and decided to drive up to Hudson to see if we could spot the group.  I would classify us at this 
point as official LNVT groupies or pests, depending on your point of view.  We drove up to Hudson to the marina and parked outside.  
We spotted Stephanie Croteau and her daughter walking up from the dock, called out to them and introduced ourselves. We said we 
just came up to see if any of the LNVT owners at the rendezvous had a bit of time to talk to us about their boats, but we didn’t want to 
interrupt their rendezvous.  They invited us to join them and introduced Al and Rie Peterson (KEDGE #43) and Joe and Arvilla 
Glinski (OUR VILLA #56).  They were all very open with us and took the time to answer the many questions we had about the tugs. 
We took pictures and I tried not to drool too much.  We went back home filled with more fertilizer for the dream. 
 
I was nervous about taking up so much of the tug owners’ time, but they were incredibly patient and gracious and invited us down to 
look at their boats.  All of the tugs were 37 feet long and decorated slightly differently, but all were cozy, had hot and cold running 
water and real beds.  I was starting to visualize Lee and me living on one. 
 
One weekend after the rendezvous, Trev invited me to go with him to run HJORTIE up river to Red Wing, about a 20-mile trip.  Dee 
was working and could not go with but I jumped at the chance.  Trev took HJORTIE out of harbor and then asked me if I wanted to 
pilot her.  He did not have to ask twice.  He guided me at the controls, helped me understand the gauges and took pictures of 
“captain” Lee at the helm.  I said Dee and I are sailors.  We like sailing because of the peace and solitude we experience while under 
way.  I felt a similar peace and solitude piloting HJORTIE.  I was totally hooked.  This was the boat design I wanted.  Now, I had to 
convince Dee it was the one she wanted. 
 
The boating season ended for us in the first week of October.  We put Whisper away and went home.  Once home we started seri-
ously looking at the tugs for sale on the LNVT site.  Engine-wise the tugs were basically divided into two groups; those that had BMW 
engines no longer made and those that had Cummins or another engine brand still being made.  I was a bit concerned that it would 
be difficult to find replacement parts if needed for the BMW engine.  I quickly learned that V12 Engineering in Canada could get any 
part I needed if I was willing to wait a bit as some parts were not stocked but could be shipped from Germany.  While BMW does not 
make the D150 engine any more, Mercury who bought out the line still supports the engine.  That eliminated any worries I had.  Still, I 
started to make a list of questions I would ask an owner regarding the engine.  Again, the LNVT site was invaluable for researching 
weak and high maintenance issues regarding the engines and supporting systems. 

                                                                                        Tug Hunt                                                              (Continued from Page 5) 

Continued on Page 7 
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I’m a nurse practitioner, not an engineer.  I left the engine concerns to Lee.  My questions were more basic.  Will it swamp or tip over 
in bad weather?  (I’m no dummy.  I saw “The Perfect Storm).  Is 37 feet enough space for us for long periods of time?  We both love 
to cook.  Is the galley sufficient?  What about storage space? 
 
Our next issue was sorting the list out between salt water and fresh water boats.  Fresh water boats seem to have less stress on any 
of the water systems, particularly engine cooling systems.  Corrosion issues also seem much less prevalent in boats that are in fresh 
water.  It also generally meant finding a boat closer to our homeport.  The list of boats we could look at got shorter and shorter.  The 
goal for me was to narrow the list down to boats we could afford to spend money on to visit.  The first boat to fall in this category was 
CONCINNITY, Hull #17, owned by Joe Fahndrich.  It was located in Saugatuck, Michigan.  I wanted to go and see it and I made 
plans to do this the first weekend in November.  I told Trevor I was going up to look at the boat and he helped me to extend my list of 
questions that I should ask Joe or the broker.  Dee could not go with me since she was working on the weekend, so, I worked out a 
trip where I could visit the boat in Michigan and visit a client in Wisconsin on the way back. 
 
Hull #17 was everything the broker said it was in the listing.  Listings are nice but actually having firsthand knowledge of the boat is 
better.  The boat was being kept inside a heated building plugged into shore power.  I was allowed to be on the boat without an escort 
and used the time to examine every nook and cranny I could get to.  I took as many pictures as I could and I turned on every instru-
ment that would light up.  I obviously could not run the engine or check wet systems as the boat was out of the water on a cradle, but 
I was able to see everything else.  The boat was pristine.  Joe was not able to meet me but I did get to go through all his maintenance 
records.  Joe kept really good records of everything he had done to the boat and everything was in chronological order, very easy to 
follow.  What a great steward of the boat.  I left for home knowing “this was the boat”. 
 
You know how it is when you have a plan and the plan gets slightly altered?  Remember my plan to buy a boat in three years?  Well, 
that changed right after Lee got home from Michigan.  I pride myself on being a cautious, financially conservative realist.  But let’s 
face it.  Life is short, we love the water and being together, sailing is hard work and Lee is not getting any younger.  My one hesitation 
to purchasing this particular boat was I wanted to wait until after a sea trial. 
  
As soon as I got home we started working on two things, getting a marine survey scheduled and getting approved for financing.  Fi-
nancing was the most difficult part of the whole process and wasn’t finalized until after the New Year.  This made Joe understandably 
nervous as two previous attempts to sell Concinnity had fallen through.  While we were in the process of getting our financing 
cleared, two other perspective buyers jumped in and tried to purchase the boat without contingency.  This forced us to remove all of 
our contingencies and thankfully our financing came through in time. Matt Peterson, the broker at Tower Marine, has been absolutely 
great to work with.  He agreed the sale should not be final until after a sea trial, and He has kept money in escrow to cover anything 
that goes wrong.  We don’t expect to have any issues and the sea trial will be a time we can meet with Joe to go over the systems he 
has so carefully kept up.  We plan to bring our video camera along to video his instructions as he gives them.  Matt will also be there.  
I can’t wait to be in the water on our little tug for the first time. 
 
I needed to at least see the boat before I signed on the dotted line, so Lee and I made a quick trip to Michigan on January 17, 2014 to 
look over the boat and be there for the survey.  Guess what I saw.  Snow.  This time the boat was in a heated barn and up on a cra-
dle, but outside there was snow and I wore my winter coat, hat and mittens.  The survey went smoothly and Joe stopped by to meet 
us.  We could tell he was very proud of his tug and wanted to be sure in his own mind that he was handing her over to the right peo-
ple.  He spent two hours telling us about his time on her and reassured me she handles rough seas like a champ.  (Not that I’m wor-
ried or anything). Lee has already bonded with the boat.  Our visit with Joe quickly moved me in that direction.  
 
The sea trial is scheduled for April 11th and I will be there with my life jacket at the ready.  Joe will take us out, review all of the sys-
tems once again, and turn over the keys.  I told Lee if the boat sinks it still belongs to Joe.  If it floats it’s ours.  Lee just smiled.   
 
Once the sale is final, Trevor, Joe Glinski, Wayne and I will bring our tug back to Lake City via the water to Hansen’s Harbor Marina.  
There we will officially rename it JACK ROBERT after our fathers, both of whom were in the Navy.  We have a lot to learn about tugs 
and will miss sailing, but we look forward to many adventures on our new boat.  We are grateful to the LNVT association for stepping 
forward to help and for being so welcoming.  They have removed much of my anxiety about this purchase. 
 
By buying Jack Robert early we will have time to get to know her before we retire and head out on the Great Loop.  So, once again,  
we are buying a boat in a snow bank.  Not such a bad way to buy a boat if you are the adventurous type.  Would anyone like to buy a 
slightly used, well-loved sailboat named Whisper?  We could sell her to you in the summer.   

                                                                                        Tug Hunt                                                              (Continued from Page 6) 
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Tug Talk 
Repairing a Leaking Stateroom Hatch  

 
Recently the stateroom hatch in NEPTUNE #35 started leaking.  Water was getting in via the caulked joint between the fiberglass 
and the hatch.  When John Isaksen removed the hatch, which was difficult since there was a lot of caulk holding it down, he found 
that its stainless flange barely covered the opening.  Rather than risk another leak because of the small mating area between the 
flange and fiberglass, he made a teak frame to go between the two.  He reports that the stateroom is now drip free once again. 

With the hatch removed the screw holes show us how 
little of the flange actually rests on the fiberglass.  

The hatch is bedded to the teak frame which itself is bed-
ded in the fiberglass.  

A New Backsplash for CRUZ-IN’s Galley 
 
Last year Jay Sterling and Marty Raymond, owners of CRUZ-IN #74, redid their galley backsplash 
and countertop--the results are quite nice.   

Tinting Tug Windows 
By Andy Mutch, LOON #57 

(As excerpted from a 7 March 2013 Forum posting) 
 
We had window tinting ('Mylar' type foil sheet) professionally installed on the inside of the windows on LOON several years ago and 
we are still very pleased with the results. We picked a fairly 'dark' tint in the salon and, after a lot of discussions, we picked a much 
'lighter' tint in the pilothouse. Both worked out as we had hoped. In the daytime, the heat buildup is noticeably less in the salon and 
we get some privacy help but that is not why we did it. At night, there is no privacy advantage but, again, that is not why we did it. We 
feel that the fabric colors have held up very well since we put in the tinting and we are cooler during the day. There is, also, much less 
glare from the sun and water. In the pilothouse, the lighter tint seems to be a fair compromise between heat buildup, color retention in 
the berth fabric, and visibility (which was my main concern on the bridge). There are some reflection issues underway at night and I 
find myself checking out the open doors from time to time, but I have never felt that we might miss something important on the water 
(like a supertanker coming at us) or even a hard-to-find navigation aid. The trick, we feel, was having the film put on by a profession-
al.  Ours did a really great job for us. We would do it again. Happy boating. 
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Tug Talk 
'Waltisms' 

By Bicki Howell, NELLIE D. #63 
 
After Jay Sterling and Marty Raymond bought their tug, CRUZ-IN #74, in 2006, they discovered  many interesting enhancements 
made by her previous owner, Walt Bacon.   In fact, everywhere they looked there was something Walt had made: door latches; 
drains; extra storage bins; towel holders; drawers; etc.  Jay and Marty lovingly call these unique and useful upgrades  'Waltisms'. 

 

Latch to hold the saloon door open Groove at the bottom of the         
pilothouse Dutch door for water  

drainage  

Storage bin made between the tanks in the bilge 

Annie Gets Her Cool Again 
By Craig Kurath, ANNIE #38 

 
After four years of adding refrigerant to Annie’s slowly leaking refrigeration system, everything came to a halt. The evaporator had 

pinhole leaks since it was made of pressed aluminum parts that had corroded. The years of adding refrigerant had put so much oil in 

the system that it hydro locked! I talked to the manufacturer and he said the 

compressor should still be good and I should send it to him for testing and 

recharging and the installation of a new moisture remover.  He fabricated a 

new evaporator that used copper for carrying the refrigerant and attached 

copper tubing to my specified length. This came pre-charged as well and can 

be called “plug and play”. I moved the compressor from the starboard storage 

area to just above the propeller shaft and just forward of the ice box. This 

gave me a little more storage space and removed a dreadful run of copper 

tubing from the ice box to the compressor. I fabricated the platform from ¼” 

aluminum and it only cost me a half case of Budweiser to have it modified 

once, since my measuring was so perfect the plate touched the fresh water 

tanks on the first try. Everything functioned the first time and it is a little quiet-

er with the compressor in the bilge. 

An item of interest on the left side of the photo is the drain hose from the ice box. It went to a catch bottle rather than just into the 

bilge. The bottle never had much water, but had some interesting growths in it. The catch bottle had to go to make room for the new 

aluminum platform.  
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      FOR SALE          Spring 2014 

 
Looking for a boat?  Listing a LNVT?  Be sure to utilize the following sites:  

 
yachtworld.com Brokerages post listings on this website (YW) 
lnvt.org Boats for sale are highlighted in blue. Owners may post info on their boats. 
groups.yahoo.com/group/LNVT Our website offers the opportunity for owners to post their boats for sale.  
  
1984 SEA TURTLE #14 (YW)  37’ Jerry Texeiro, 727-485-4467  FL 89,500 
1985 LITTLE BIT #21  (YW)  37’ Bruce Hill Yacht Sales (802) 985-3366 VT 119,000 
1985 LA SALLE # 23 (sale pending) 37’ (586)899-3935 or wcapitan@comcast.net MI 147,500 
1985 PUFFIN # 26 (YW)  37’ (910)270-5174 or mdon@yahoo.com NC 129,000   
1986 TALAPUS #36  (YW)  37’ Andrew Trueblood (206) 931-1070  WA 123,900 
1987 ECCO DOMANI #55  37’ David Franz (907) 209-6136  AK 145,000  
1997 SHERYL ANN #41-5 (YW)  41’ Port Orchard Yacht Sales (360) 981-3758 WA 199,500 
1987 URSA #49-3   49’ David Fogg , (207) 867-2293  ME Priced to Sell 

Three LNVT Rendezvous Scheduled for 2014 
 
It was so much fun last year that we are doing a repeat performance by once again sponsoring three LNVT rendezvous!  We are also 
thrilled to announce that special guest Tommy Chen (LNVT Builder) will be attending all three of these events.  You can sign up and 
find out all the details for each of the rendezvouses at LNVT.org.   
 
It all starts with the West Coast gathering which will be held over Labor Day weekend (30 August - 1 September) at the Olympia Har-
bor Days in Olympia, Washington.  Contact Rendezvous Chairs Ted and Kim Shann, TUG E. BEAR #62, at tkshann@msn.com for 
any additional information.  Next, we'll be getting together 12 - 15 September when the Mid West Coast Rendezvous returns 
to Hudson, Wisconsin.  Contact  Trev and Steph Croteau, HJORTIE #33, at trevorcroteau@aol.com to get all the details.  And finally, 
the East Coast Rendezvous will be returning to Church Creek, Maryland at Dave and Bicki Howell's home on 3-5 October.  Contact 
Bicki Howell, NELLIE D. #63, if you have any questions at BickiHowell@gmail.com.   
 
Hope we see you there! 

For Sale 
Velvet Drive 2.57:1 transmission, low hours, $700, Bob Allnutt, Victory #2, mylabsargent99@yahoo.com 
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 LNVT Roster                                   Winter 2014 
** Original Owner 
?? Last known owner/boat name 
Boats for sale in red. 

LNVT 37 

 HULL # NAME   OWNER   HULL # NAME   OWNER 
 1 EXCELSIOR  Teevin   39 MORNING MIST  Sharp 
 2 VICTORY  Allnutt   40 ARAMIS   Taylor 
 3 HIAQUA   Payne   41 THEODORE BAYRE Shrier  
 4 RAVEN   Lawrence   42 SALLY W   Seymour 
 5 CARLA B   Butterfield  43 KEDGE   Peterson** 
 6 BOLD EAGLE  Mazure   44 BODACIOUS  Lanzarotta  
 7 TUGNACIOUS  Bachofen   45 DUN WURKIN  Barker 
 8 LADY   Rothert/Galbreath  46 THISTLE DEW  Blackwood 
 9 TUGBOAT ANNIE  Yano   47 THISTLE   McChain 
 10 ALICE M   Colabella   48 AFTER ALL  Ashley  
 11 DRIFTER   Brown   49 MOCKO JUMBIE  Riggs 
 12 LADY HAMILTON  Stovall   50 KATIE LYN  Fields 
 13 not built      51 CIELITO   Dann 
 14 SEA TURTLE  Jenkins   52 MONKEY   Bates**  
 15 TEDDY BEAR  Reich**   53 MINOT’S LIGHT  Heckinger 
 16 CAP SAUMON  Noreau   54 BRIGADOON  Hugdahl 
 17 JACK ROBERT  Anderson   55 ECCO DOMANI  Grams 
 18 ONEIDA   Egan   56 OUR VILLA  Glinski  
 19 CALLISTO  Irwin   57 LOON    Mutch 
 20 PETITE WAZO  Chontosh   58 AWESOME!    Hildahl 
 21 LITTLE BITT  Eldred   59 SEMPER FIDELIS  Bauer 
 22 TESS II   Griffiths   60 PET TUG   Steplock 
 23 LA SALLE  Capitan   61   
 24 LE PAPA   Findlay   62 TUG E BEAR  Shann** 
 25 ANNABEL LEE  Weaver   63 NELLIE D  Howell 
 26 PUFFIN   Surratt/Prentice  64 WHIMSEA  Robertson 
 27 LORETTA MAY  Johnston   65 GEORGIA J  Nusbickel** 
 28 LADY KATIE   Horwitz   66 KNOCK OFF  Niccolls 
 29 DOREEN   Benedict   67 BRAVE DUCK  de l’Etoile  
 30 LITTLE BOSS  Cooper   68 JOHN WILLIAM  Mackie 
 31 TITAN   Stage   69 TORTUGA  Gabriel** 
 32 PERSEVERANCE  Mehrkens**  70 LORD NELSON  van Dommelen 
 33 HJORTIE   Croteau   71 FRAM   Lee/Burke 
 34 ROSEBUD  Smith, C&R**  72 RENEGADE  White 
 35 NEPTUNE  Isaksen   73 TORTUGA   Kelly  
 36 TALAPUS  Goetz   74 CRUZ-IN   Sterling 
 37 ELNORA   Mitchell**   75 KUKUI   Spatola 
 38 ANNIE   Kurath   76 FUN   McChesney 
 
         

LNVT 41 
 2 WALLY  Dunn  6 CAROLINA  Sousa 
 5 SHERYL ANN Toews**         

    (NOTE: hulls 1, 3 and 4 not finished as Victory Tugs)     
 

LNVT 49 
 2 MARY K   Smith, Ed   6 NELSON’S VICTORY Baggs  
 3 URSA   Fogg   7 POLAR MIST  Smith, K 
 4 VICTORY  Markus   8 DOLPHIN DE-LITE  Pilon 
 5 SOUNDER  Windecker  9 !MAMMA MIA!  Bartig 

 (NOTE: hull 1 was never built) 
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LNVT Newsletter 
Craig Kurath 
PO Box 82 
Port Townsend WA 98368 

Bill Rothert and Macy Galbreath’s LADY #8 on Opening Day at Port Townsend WA 
Photo by Paul Happel 


